DECISION
GB(D)06-2022

Concerning the application of Commission Decision C(2022)1788 final on working time and hybrid working

THE GOVERNING BOARD OF THE SESAR 3 JOINT UNDERTAKING (SESAR 3 JU),

Having regard to:


- The Staff Regulations of Officials of the European Union ('Staff Regulations') and the Conditions of Employment of Other Servants of the European Union ('CEOS'), laid down by Council Regulation (EEC, Euratom, ECSC) No 259/682 and in particular Articles and in Article 1e(1) and (2) and Article 55 of the Staff Regulations and Articles 10, 16, 80 and 91 of the CEOS,

- Communication C(2014)6543 final of 26 September 2014 from Vice-President Šefčovič to the Commission on the guidelines on the implementation of Article 110(2) of the Staff Regulations with regard to the implementing rules applicable in the agencies, and in particular Point 2.B thereof,

- Commission Decision C(2022)1788 final on working time and hybrid working adopted on 24 March 2022,

Whereas:

1. Article 110(2) of the Staff Regulations states that implementing rules referred to in Recital 1 shall apply by analogy to SESAR 3 JU. By way of derogation, an agency may request the Commission's agreement to the non-application of certain implementing rules. The Commission may, instead of accepting or rejecting the request, require the agency to submit for its agreement implementing rules which are different from those adopted by the Commission.

---
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2. Commission Decision C(2017)5323 is suitable to apply to SESAR 3 JU provided it is made clear that certain technical adjustments are made to take into account the peculiarities of the Joint Undertaking.

3. The Written Procedure, launched on 8 April 2022 concerning the application of Commission Decision C(2022)1788 final on working time and hybrid working, closed on 27 April 2022 with positive results.

After consultation of the Staff Committee,

HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS:

Article 1

Commission Decision C(2022)1788 final on working time and hybrid working, adopted on 24 March 2022 and entered into force on 1 April 2022, shall apply by analogy, mutatis mutandis, before the end of the nine months period and as of 1 May 2022 to the staff of the SESAR 3 JU. The technical modifications will be notified accordingly to the staff.

Article 2

This decision shall enter into force on the date of its adoption.

Done in Brussels, 27 April 2022.

For the Governing Board

The Chairperson
Henrik Hololei